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SKU Designation French Law MSRP

AJ775 Denum Tri-Strike Crossbow Vente libre 149.00 € incl. tax

3-shot manual repeater crossbow: 3-shot magazine integrated into the barrel.
A recurve hand crossbow that combines the innovation of modern Barnett crossbows in a compact and easily
maneuverable mini crossbow design.

Integrated charger 3 lines
Easy reset by lever integrated into the stock
Integrated self-retracting strap
Delivered with 5 Hyperbolt lines 7'' (18 cm)

The Tri Strike offers a unique repeatable 3-round magazine, a smooth, single-stage cocking mechanism for
fast, efficient reloads, and a deadly accurate adjustable fiber optic pistol sight. The flip-up tactical foregrip
ensures a rock-steady platform when aiming, ready to release 72F" Demun™ Hyperbolts outward at speeds
up to 180 feet per second. See your target, aim and release the Demun™ .

The Demun™ Tri Strike - a powerful combination of power and versatility.

3-shot repeater magazine
The Tri-Strike offers a unique, fast-reloading 3-round magazine, an industry first.
Reloading by breaking action
The design of the single-stage, break-action weapon allows for rapid and efficient reloading.
Load breaking design
A simple squeeze of the cocking lever and you're ready to reload, thanks to the Demun's smooth and
consistent single-stage break-action design. When you finish your reload, the Demun's safety switch
automatically engages, keeping your crossbow pistol's trigger locked and secure until you're ready to
aim.
Front handle 'Flip-Down
Demun's Tactical 'Flip-Down' Grip offers both versatility and stability, with the ability to be used as a
traditional grip or flipped down to transform your shooting position into a stable 'AR' style platform
like a rock. Our diamond-shaped knurled texture ensures your crossbow holds securely while you
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shoot.
Precision viewfinder
Choose your moment and lock on to your target every time with the lethal combination of a rear-
mounted, picatinny rail-mounted adjustable fiber optic sight that aligns perfectly with a front-mounted
fiber optic sight - working together to ensure precise placement of the crossbow bolts when you send
them into the shooting range.
Cocking thumb grip
Attention to detail should not only look good, it should also feel good! Demun's cocking handle, made
of textured, soft-touch TPE, puts safety and comfort at the forefront and provides a solid grip in the
optimal position on your pistol crossbow, allowing you to smoothly and steadily activate the
mechanism quick-action cocking device.
HyperBolt™ 7-2F Bolts
x 5 included
HyperBolt™ 7 Inch, 2 Fletch, Mini Crossbow Bolts which are exclusively compatible with the
DEMUN™ TRI-STRIKE and its first patented 3-Shot 'Rapid Reload' magazine. Reloading your mini
crossbow has never been easier with the ability to load 3 bolts at once, priming each shot with the TRI-
STRIKE's patented break-action cocking design and keeping you on target by sending your
HyperBolts™ fly down the range, back to back with breathtaking speed.

 

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


